Position: Imaging System Development Engineer (#425353)

Location: Nashua, NH

Job Duties:

Develop, improve, and document image and measurement acquisition and automation solutions. Implement code with reusability for different hardware and design communication protocols and interfaces accordingly. Test functionality under varying conditions. Create clear code documentation, user interfaces, and manuals. Work closely with a team of hardware and software engineers to assist with final integration of the newly developed product. Ensure that the software continues to function normally through software maintenance and testing. Document every aspect of the application or system as a reference for future maintenance and upgrades.

Requirements:

Position requires a minimum of a Master's degree or equivalent education in Computer Science, Engineering, Physics, or a closely related field.

Please Reference Job Number 425353 when sending resumes. Please mail resumes to: HR, ImageXpert, Inc., 460 Amherst St., Nashua, NH, 03063.